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From the Editor:

I've just come back from the APS Stampshow in Sacramento and I must say I had a wonder-
ful time. Not only were the exhibitions set up nicely, but the material shown too was of
great interest and quality. It is a shame that it seems that there are only so many Golds to
be awarded. Kees Adema's, HansPaul Hager's and Ralph Van Heerden's exhibits, as well as

a copy of the ASNP 2003 Newsletters, represented the ASNP very well. On Saturday
afternoon we had a well attended joint meeting with the N. P. of C. followed by an ASNP
dinner . The only sour note was that Governor Ed Matthews had to cancel at the last moment
due to an illness in his family. During the dinner, via a phone call, he was informed that he

had been given the Johannes de Kruyf award for his outstanding contributions to Nether-
lands Philately. On Sunday morning we had a short informal 'membership meeting'
where anybody in attendance had a chance to speak up on anything related to the ASNP. Kees
Adema let it be known that this would be his last year as ASNP President and George
Vandenberg too would like to see a successor for Treasurer next year. Please consider taking
on one of these positions. We're all in this together and only by sharing the work can we
survive. The masthead has been updated to reflect Paul Swierstra as appointed librarian. Since
the 'polls are still open' at the time of this writing I did not update the other positions.

This Journal has a variety of articles, with some of them (Pseudo Postal History and
Economical Folded Business Postcards) on the fringes of philately. But then, if you ever
come across some of this material you at least know what you are looking at. It is also nice
to note that five of the six articles come from ASNP members, which is of course what we
are striving for. Again, I am always looking for material to publish, especially about stamps
themselves. It seems that it is easier to get articles about postal stationery than about stamps.

Hans Kremer
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Harold 'rHailr F. MacDonald, 1916 -2004

Long time A.S.N.P. member Hal MacDonald passed
away peacefully at home on July 72 in Walnut Creek,
California. His church and community activities were
well known locally, the latter featured on television and
the area press. Noted were his published Hiking Trail
Maps of the East Bay Regional Park System, each one
of which he had individually measured "on ground".

A founding member in 1969 of the Netherlands
Philatelists of California, Hal served as President both
n 1972 and in 1979 and later became an Honorary
Member.

h"or A.S.N.P. from the very beginning, Hal supported
Paul E. van Reyen to form a strong base for the
recognized organization that it is. He, as member no. 5,
served as Membership Secretary and later as Treasurer
as well as Advertising Manager.

Not satisfied with only forming
an outstanding collection of
mint and used stamps of the
Netherlands and its former
Colonies, including the myriad
of types and perforations, Hal
wrote extensively on results of
the studies he made about
overprint variations. Several of
these studies appeared in
A.S.N.P. and N. P. of C.
publications.

At Hal's memorial gathering, friends remembered his
long professional association with Dow Chemical's
chemistry research department. ln 1949 he had graduated
with a B.Sc. in Chemical Engineering from U.S.C.

R. Van Heerden A.S.N.P. # 15

How the Netherlands missed its Occupation Overprints

by Johnvan Rysdam

(A potential lucrative German military mail plan that did not materialize. A translation and condensation of an
article by T. Voorhaar, Philatelie, December 1998)

Browsing through some old PHILATELIE articles I did
re-read this article, the contents of which are not that
well known and will no doubt interest the American
Dutch collector. The writer goes into great detail about
the political manipulations of the German occupier to
take over the issuing of Dutch postal stamps. I will
however, in my condensation for the American
collectors, stay more on the philatelic side.

As we did see during WWI and also during WWII the
German occupiers liked to replace the stamps of the
occupied countries with their own designs and in the
interval they liked to overprint the original stamps with
their logos and values. A good example of this are the
GERMANIA stamps overprinted druing WWI for
Belgium, Poland and Rumania.

The first German occupation stamps issued during
W-WII were those issued in 1938 for the occupied
Sudetenland, which were local overprints on stamps of
Czechoslovakia. These were followed by overprints for
Danzigand Poland.

Pretty soon, after the Dutch capitulation, talks went
underway by the "Rijkspostninisterie" what to do with
the postage stamps in the occupied countries such as
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Holland. At that time all German mail had to be franked
with "Dienspost" stamps. The question arose if it was
not better to use in Holland as in other occupied
countries stamps overprinted with DEUTSCHE
DIENSTPOST NIEDERLANDE. Not only would this
result in a political event favorable for the occupier but
also a gold mine of 5 to 10 million Reichs Mark for the
German Treasurer as millions of these stamps would
never be used and find their way in the collectors
albums.

The decision was made not to start such overprints as
there was not enough usage seen for them and as regular
German stamps could be used for this purpose.

Later the subject was brought up again but the offrcials
wanted to wait and see what the plans were for
Belgium and France as they wanted an uniform
treatment. It was also considered a political move and
for that they had to consult with the Dutch
Rijkscommissaris Seyss-Inquart, who initially was in
favor of over-printed starnps.

A couple of sheets of different stamps were sent to
Berlin where trial overprints (all containing the text
'Deutsche Besetzung', and on some also the so-called
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German Hoheitszeichen) were made on a part of the

stamps. One set of these overprinted stamps was sent

back to the Netherlands for viewing and approval.
Seyss-tnquart realized that Dutch stamps, especially the

Wilhelmina starnps, overprinted with 'Deutsche
Besetzung" and the German eagle and swastika' would
be very badly received by the Dutch citizens and rejected

the idea of that particular type of overprint. The set of
trial stamps was then retumed to Berlin.

At that time the question also came up about the
replacement of the Queen Wilhelmina stamps, which

were replaced with the Dove guilloche overprints,
refened to by the Dutch people as 'Holland Behind
Bars'. Later these stamps were replaced by the German

Symbol and Dutch Naval Heroes stamps.

According to Mr. Voorhaar's research, one set of the

overprinted trial stamps has, thanks to the research team

of Messrs. Boissevain, Holstege and Vellekoop, landed

at the Museum of Communication in the Hague. Mr.
Voorhaar also stated that most of the back ground study

for his article came with the help of these gentlemen.

Some of the 'Deutsche Besetzung' overprints thot were

brought backfrom Germany to the Museum of Communication in The Hague

e
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Why was there a need for a 21 cent stamp in the Netherlands?

by Mm Lerlc

Note: With the conversion from guilders to Euros all
sorts of odd (as in uneven and shange) denominations
have started to show up on Dutch stamps. Just this
month (January 2004) stamps with denominations of €
0.57, e 0.61, € 0.72 , and € 0.77 have been issued.
However, about 70 years ago there were stamps in the
Netherlands with a denomination of 21 cent, certainly an
unusual denomination at that time. The following article
delves into the reason(s) this stamp was needed.

When a stamp with an unusual denomination is issued
the question is raised: Why? What was the purpose of
this stamp? To answer that question we have to take a
look at the postal rates at that time.

By looking at the rate table it becomes obvious why in
1929 lhe 2l cenl relief stamp was issued. The rate
changes taking place in 1929 made the 22 ll2 stamp
obsolete. Undoubtedly it was decided that it would be
cheaper to overprint these stamps with the 21 cent rate
then printing new stamps. Why did they call it a 'relief
ftulp) stamp, and not a 'clearance' (opruimings) stamp,
as was done for NVPH numbers 106 (1921),114 thru
120 (1923) and #s 132, and 133 (1923). Most likely the
reasoning was that the 2l cent represented a new rate,
while the others were additional stamps of already
existing denominations.
Mid-November 1929 the 22 ll2 cent of the Veth issue

Local

Letter
2nd W

i 3 6 . 5 . 6 7ll2 6

364ss6

l5
15

15

15

l0
10

15

l5

As can be seen from the spreadsheet, on November l,
1929 Ihe rate for an in-countrry letter was lowered(!) from
7 ll2 to 6 cent. Based on the information listed, one can
conclude that the majority of postal material franked with
a total of 2l cent can be expected to have been mailed
between November l, 1929 till September l, tr937 for
regular (domestic) mail and for local mail between
November l, 1946 and July l, 1953. Registered
postcards (mostly used by businesses) mailed between
February l, 1948 and July 1, 1953 and franked with a
the required 2l cent may aiso occasionally be found.

Although not shown in the listing above, it should be
noted that between 10-1-25 and l1-i-28 printed matter of
the second weight Soup, as well as braille maii of the
second weightgroup could also be sent as Registered
rnail for a total of, 21 eents { 6 cent + i5 cent
registration surcharge)..
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(|IVPH 190) was overprinted *21" 'tn large red numbers.
J. van Krimpen was the designer of these numbers. This
was followed on September 2, l93l by a separate Veth
2l cent issue, the two-sided comer syncopated
perforation version (NVPH R68), followea latei that
month by the regular comb 12 l/2 perforation (NVPH
189) . In 1934 the comb perf. 13 ll2 : 12 3/4 was
issued (NVPH l89B).

&#

lllustr. I (L to R.) NVPH # 190, R68, and 189



It is interesting to note that both Surinam and Curagao
also issued 21 cents stamp. Originally a2l over 221/2
cent overprint was planned for Surinam, but by issuing a
2l cent stamp on July 24, 1930 the overprint plan was
dropped. Curagao issued their 2l cent stamp on August
1,1930.

Note: Based on the possibility of sending registered
postcards and registered local letters after WWII, one
would have expected a2l cent denomination stamp to be

included in the Konijnenburg and later the Hartz issue.
Maybe the reasoning was that there would be so little
demand for these denominations that it wouldn't be cost
effective to print them.

Why was there fust an overprinted (relief) issue and not
until quite a bit later a permanent issue, added to an
already existing series of 'Veth' issues?

We have to assume that stamps are issued for efficiency
purposes to reflect a denomination of commonly used
rates. About the efficiency we can be brief. Prior to the
2l cent issue one could only use combined franking to

Illustr. 2 Registeredletter sent August 9, 1937, using
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get to 2l cent. Limiting ourselves to the Veth issue we
can see a variety of ways to combine stamps to get to 21
cent, for example: 5 cent (NVPH # 177) + 6 cent (178) +
l0 cent (182 or 183):21 cent;2x7 ll2 cent (179 or
180) + 6 cent (178) :21 cent;3 x 5 cent (177) + 6 cent
(178):21 cent

As an alternate one could combine the Veth issue with
the Lebeau's Flying Dove (NVPH # 169 -176) issue,
(Illustr. 2) making for a large number of possible
combinations.

In all cases one needs at least two stamps to fulfill the 21

cent requirement. Combinations of three stamps to make
up the 2l cent rate are not uncommon. It is obvious that
using just one stamp would be preferable.

I cent Lebeau (170A) and 20 cent Yeth (188A) stamps.



The question remains if there was indeed a big demand
for a2l cent stamp.

First let's have a look at the number of 21 cent Veth
stamps issued, compared to the other Veth issues.

Only the printings of the 35 cent comb 12 l/2
perforation (1,274,600) and 22 ll2 aent (2,006,000) are
less than that of the 2l cent (2,176,600) issue. The same
is true for the 13 ll2 : 12 3/4 perforation, with

printings of respectively 525,600 (22 1/2 cent) and
1,385,000 (21 cent). There is no 35 cent Veth stamp
with this perforation. As a comparison: 5 cent Veth -
518,048,800 and 742,907,250 for the two perfiorations,
and the 6 cent - 638,683,400 and817,999,600 (!).

The slmcopated version of the 2l cent stamp had a
printing of only 107,800 (!)., while 1,831,100 copies
were printed of the overprinted (21 on22 l/2) stamp

:.-..f 
.

-t'?

GULPEN

Gpn. ti.457B

Illustr. 3: Registered lener d.d May 20, l930frankedwith the overprinted 2l on 22 1/2 cent relief stamp.

6Netherlands Philately Vol. 29 No. 'l
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Illustr" 4: Registered letter sent June 17, 1937 from Leersum to Dordrecht. Correct registered mail
of 2I cent fulfilled with s 2I cent Veth type stamp.

Note:

In van Dieten's Catalog cf Proofs it is mentioned that
the proofs for the 21 cent overprints come in purpie.
greenblue, and in red. Blocks of four, with the top rora,

the colcr proofs and the bottom row the stamps without
the overprint are listed at about € 25Ci.

References:

Mr. W. S. da Costa" Binnenlandse en Intemationaie
Posttarieven van Nederiand I85A -1990 Posthistorische
Studies 14, PO&PO" 199CI

J.L. van Dieten, Cataiogus van de Froeven van
Nederland, Ned. lndi€. Curagac, Suriname, J.I-. van
Dieten, Den Haag- 1955

Ten Geuzendam &.a." Catalogus vafi. de
posiwaardesfukken varl Nederland en Overzeese
R.ijksdelen, 7th Edition, PO&PO, tr997

A.W. ten Geuzendam, De gevolgen van tariefsverlagingen
voor Nederlandsche postwaardeshrkken, PO&PO, De
Postzak # i 79, April 1995

Speciale Catalogus 2004 van de postzegels van
Nederland en Overzeese Rijksdelen, NVPH" September
2AA3

A.A. Schiller and J. de Kruyf, Manual of the Stamps of
Netherlands, Netherlands Indies, Curagao and Surinam,
New York, May 1940
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Pseudo Postal Stationery

by Joseph E. Foley*

When I first saw these postal cards, my reaction was something of a double take at what appeared to be "unrecorded"
stationery.

Fig. I Front oflrish cqrd "addressed" to England. Notice a KLM cancel next to the stamp

After 'First glance" they were obviously not real but
rather well done advertising items, probably in some
direct mail solicitation by the Royal Dutch Airlines
(KLM - Koninklijke Luchtvaart Maatschappij). I
obtained these cards some time ago in a mixed lot.of
covers and stationery.

Two are Irish and the other one is from the Netherlands.
In the September 1998 issue of O.E 78, the bulletin of
the Irish Airmail Society, Ronny Vogt reported on an
Irish Airmail Cinderella very similar to one of these. At
the time, he noted that between July and September
1950, KLM produced a series ofcards ofthis nature.

Both of the Irish cards have a simulated stamp in
orange depicting an Irish landscape framed in a
shamrock, a 2d rate and'E|RE.'

One, with a preprinted address in England, is very
similar to that illustrated in O.E. 78 except that slogan-
like KLM mark is positioned more to the left and has
the characteristics of a handstamp. The other appears to
be the same basic card, but with an address to the
United States and a different, but similar, message.
There is no slogan-like KLM mark and the printed
"cancellation," with the same date as the other card, is
positioned differently. The cards have a view on the
back in black & white of what is indicated on the front
as the "Hills and lakes of Ireland." The scene is
remini scent of Killarney.

INetherlands Philately Vol. 29 No. 1



Figs. 2 and 3. Front ef lrish and Dutch cqrds qddressed to the same address in the Umited States

Netherlands Philately Vol. 29 No. 1



Fig 4 Back of the Dutch card.

T1 e tirird card has a simulated Netherlands stamp, also
in oringe, depicting a windmill and a printed Bill Murphy's lrish Airmqil 1919-1990 reports a KLM
Arnr ter,Jam l0.V[.12 1950 "cancellation." It has the first flight from Amsterdam to Dublin via Manchester in
same United States address as the Irish card to the U.S. 1947 and Amsterdam to Shannon via Glasgow in 1949,
and a similar message. The back of the card is in blue which may explain in part the Irish cards.
and depicts Delft tiles.

It's likely that others exist.
The text reads as follows:

* Original article was published tn The Cinderella
" Dear Folks, Phitatelist in April 2001 (vol. 41, no. 2).
Greetings from Holland. What a spotless iittle country! 

-

Yesterday we had a glorious day in Marksn qnd
Volendqm. You cqn't imagine how interesting it is to
see the brightly colored costumes, the dikes, and the
windmills with your own eyes! Amsterdam is splendid -
the canqls qnd the musea, with the old Dutch masters!
You csn dine sumptuouslyfor little money. Don'tforget
Holland when you come to Europe. K.L.M. will lift you
across quicHy and comfortably.

Sue and Don

Netherlands Philately VoL 29 No. 1 10



Economical Folded Business Postcards (EFBPs)

by Robert M. Bell and lan McQueen

$tilil|8-$[tlttil$ilffir$

2OI SCHEREX MET EEN MESJE

3.furra...K1inlc. &. .Cie.-.r. " "

Junkers*:;r;asze. "12.r..- "''

SC

Sw o F$@cao
@*noestvnu @

Fig 1. Not previously seen squqre (i,1.00 x 10.8 cm) folded postcardfrom the Swing Razor Blade Co., to
SoTingen-Meischeid, Germany. 7 12 cents foreign postcard rate + 20 cents Special Delivery is the correct postal
rate. A bold red "Expres" lqbel and seversl censor markings are seen. Standardfiling punch holes are to the left.

Introduction: Some years ago a Romanian EFBP was
given to one of us by a kind philatelist. What was this
card? What was its function? What were the patent and
trademark markings on the card? So many questions
presented themselves. Looking for other cards and
asking colleagues, slowly provided the answers, but
there were, and still are, many unknowns. The authors
decided to collaborate and we checked the philatelic
libraries but could find nothing published. The material

was not all that easy to find (particularly in the USA)
and some varieties, uses, and countries were extremely
difficult to locate.

In addition to the singly folded postcards there were
others occasionally seen that were double folded. We
decided to focus on the singly folded postcards, which
were more frequently seen.

Netherlands Philately VoL29 No. 1

Function: The EFBPs were used mainly by small

businesses to correspond with customers about prices,

orders, merchandise, and delivery times, etc. When fully
open, the address and message could be typed on one

side of the postcard with no need to reverse the card in
the typewriter. Once typed, the card was then folded,

and the folded piece was stuck down using the pre-

applied adhesive gum on the card. However, the

a-dhesive was not always strong enough to affect a seal

and in some cases stapleg and in later years, even
adhesive tape was used.

Countries Using: EFBPs were mainly used
commercially in a number of European and Middle East
countries for a period of approximately seventy years
(1914 to 1986). They appear NOT to have been used to
any great extent in North or South America (apart from
one card seen from Brazil), Asia (one seen from

11



Thailand), and the countries of the former British
Commonwealth. They were not used in communist

countries, and if a country was occupied
communist regime they were soon phased out.

bya

,T ZWEEDSCHE WONOERMESJE

Sw o F$Geoc
otsrvRu @

2O r SCIIEREN MEr CeN r,{ES.lE

3'.irula...KI j'rrk...&..$ie...r..............

J.rrnkers.trasze... .l}.r. ..... . . .

1 r\t'rifft r Sakelit-Etuis.
WoJ.Len Sie lrns'titte umgehendl d*,e'
Aclresse iies triefera^nten-bekannt geben
-b"1 dlen $le i rqyner ctiese Etnis tfii r:rrg
bestu].].en.
Unger Hery van d.er Boom mdchteIich auf seiner Rtl,ckreiee voul_LLea a,u:r seiner Rflckfeiee von treipzig

ffi 3.i: i:f;- E, : i: " 
5* 7w;"

he t avs--ztl--dr0 c ke n .

Fig. 2 Unfolded card offig. 1.

Introduction and Demise: The EFBPs were slowly
introduced in the second decade of the last century with
their use being at its height in the 1930s. After this a
gradual decline occurred with most cards being
discontinued by the mid 1980s. This was around the
time the UPU discontinued international approval for
mailing at the postcard rate (the original approval had
come in 1910). The cards are often seen with punch
holes indicating that on receipt they had been filed for
future reference.

Netherlands Philately Vol. 29 No. 1

- Addre ss/Message Side.

Blank cards could be bought from stationersor printers
in some countries and these can be found used, either
commercially or privately, but their use in this way was
not common. Two postal stationery items are known
(Austria/Germany), where the stamp is imprinted.

12



--------- Fold-

sl|lllF$[llrtffhtr$Jt$

Fold ---------

Fig. 3 Unfolded card of Fig. 1. 'Stamp Aftixed' side. Although not detectable on this display, there were
two strips of gum, each I .5 cm in width. I hove marlrcd the centers of their locations with arrows.

Confidentiality: As many could read the message on
the postcards while in the postal system it would appear
that confidentiality did not seem to be a factor at the
time they were used. Although, one might think that

confidentiality could be obtained with putting a message
behind the fold, this happened very rarely. Far less
frequently seen EFBPs are see{r folded from the side or
the top, and not from the bottom.

Netherlands Philately VoL29 No. 1 13
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N.V,,,DEFA"
MAATSCHAPP{ VOOR
VERFSTOFFENHANDEL

TRNEEM
. VEI.FURWEG 28

ARNHEM, 15 CIetober 1945.

ffine Heeren,

Wij hebben d.e eer U te berichten, d.at Uwe rekening
voor de ons cloor aeRotterd.Bankverg. overgemaaktel

/-...,0' 5..3S1.t flT

zegging werd" gecrediteerd.'

verder beleefd aanbevolen houdend, teekenen wij

N.V.,,DEf,A::

BgRgi

Fig. 4 Front and back of a small folded card measuring 14.00 x 8.00 cm, sent from Arnhem to Tilburg

i; 1g43. The 5 cent poitage ts tie correct postal cardin 1943. Notice the l0 cfiseal seal signifying that

the bill had been paid.
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,,HAVERO''
HANDELsvERegiv tstNe ovERzEE

ROTTERDAM

TELSGRAM - ADR€S : ,. 2 E E R A "
' TELEFooN: No 2866-2840

t-"-, -l(I

I[.V. P. $].ni,s tPluLlevee en Yogel-
Yoed.erfabrleken'

ROTTERDAM,
PARKLAAN 26

Wij ontvlngsn hed.ea op onz6 reksni
bl j d.e Botterdaureche BankvereenigingryX,otterd.amt
d.eor bemidd.eling van do lucasso BankrJursterd.anr,
het bedrag van:

Tr.?:-?00.65
llaarvoor wij U, t@ onzat factuur d.d-
S d"ezor, ond.er d,ankzegging cfed1te8,rg.'9-.rr,..,.,u'Hooeacb.*end.,,rwr,

,,HAVER0" HAN

Fig 5 Front andbackoffolded EFBP, sentfrom Rotterdqmto Weesperkarspel in 1926. 7 l/2cent is the
correct postal card rate for 1926. The ten cent fiscal stamp signifies that the bill had been paid.

Netherlands Philately Vol. 29 No. 15



Economies and Efficiencies: Typing time was
decreased by needing to only type on one side of the

card with one p:Iss through the typewriter, and also by
being able to type, one after the other, on cards in a
strip. Further savings came from the ability to copy the

correspondence for future reference (thin copy backing
paper and sometimes carbon paper c:rme with some of
the cards, in others carbon was impregnated onto one

side of the card), and finally there was a saving on
postage as the national postal authorities and the UPU
allowed the cards to be mailed at the regular or printed

matter postcard rate. Adhesive stamps were generally

used to pay the postage on these cards; meter
cancellations are seen less frequently.

Manufacture and Marketing: The printing and

manufacture of these cards, the illustrations, card stock,

closure and sizes, varied from country to country' and

printer to printer. The marketing seemed to be

undertaken by the printers, who often imprinted their
names on the cards. Mint printer's sample postcards

have been seen.

Patents and Trademarks: These EFBPs were patented

in many countries and many trademarks were used.

Sometimes, but not always, patent and trademark
information was impressed or imprinted on the cards.

Patent information for France, England, and Switzerland
only have so far been obtained.

Types: Numerous card types are to be seen. Different
colors, perforations, sizes, extent of fold (114, l/2, 314,

and fully folded), carbon impregr.ated, and different
closure mechanisms are all to be found.

Uses: Many postal uses for these postcards are to be

found. These include, local, national, international, and

printed matter rates, airmail, first flights, railway, fiscal
(Fig. 4, and 5), registration, special delivery, airmail,
philatelic related items (Zeppelin, First Day Cards),

stampless, metered, censored, and postage dues.

Thematic collecting: This whole area provides many
opportunities for thematic collectors as many of the

cards are illustrated with the merchandise the company

was selling, everything from razor blades (Fig I & 2)
to farming equipment, salami, shoes , and bicycles.

Netherlands: Postcards seen to date indicate that the
Netherlands started using them in the 1920's (earliest

Dec. 4, 1923) and discontinued them in the 70's (latest

Dec.4, 1970).

One thing that seems to distinguish cards from the

Netherlands is that different size cards were used. Figs'
l, 2 & 3 show a not previously seen square card

measuring 11.00 x 10.8 cm. Normally cards were

approximitely 15. x 10.5 cm as shown in Fig. 5. Fig.
Aihows a small rectangular card of 14 x 8.0 cm, while
Fig. 5 is 14.00 x 9.00 cm.

Another distinctive feature of the Dutch cards is that

additional printing, such as the printer's name, patent,

and trademark information has not been seen to date.

Many countries, particularly,switzerland and Germany,

not uncommonly show such markings.

Author's Request: The authors are seeking mint and

used material, photocopies, and any information about

these cards. Particularly ofinterest are details relating to

patent holders, patent filings, royalty payments,

printers, and marketing arrangements.

Please write to either:

Ian McQueen, 55 Albany, Manor Road, Bournemouth,
England, BHl 3EJ, or

Robert Bell, P.O.Box 3668, Sedona, AZ 86340.
E-mail : rmsbell@esedona.net
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First DEI Airmail Issue on Cover

by Ed Matthews

Note: I wish to thank Max Lerk, our Netherlands
representative, for his help in locating some of the
covers shown.

After the successful flights Netherlands - DEI and retum
by van der Hoop in 1924 and by G. A. Koppen n 1927,
it became clear that establishing regular airmail flights
to and from the DEI should be a paying proposition.

Sea mail between these two countries took a month plus
the additional time required to dishibute this mail
throughout the archipelago. The DEI have the same
extent East to West as Canada! Flying would cut the
travel time by 50% or more if all went according to
plan. It should be kept in mind that the pilots could
only fly in day light in order to find the next airfield,
there was only one crew, repairs were the order of the
day, there were as yet no radio beacons, the fuel capacity
was rather limited, the airspeed was only 140 km/hr,
and so on. Hence the planned 10-12 days were rarely
reached in 1928.

The NILM was founded in 1928 and was shortly
changed to KNILM (Royal Netherlands lndies Airlines).
Four planes were ordered from the Fokker Works in
Amsterdam, to be delivered one after the other as mail
planes for the lndies. Late delivery ofthe planes and the
monsoon s€ason from April to September delayed the
mail flights till late 1928.

The airmail rate for cards was established at 40 cents,
the single weight (20 grams) letter rate at 75 cents for
either direction. The Postal Administration in the
Netherlands issued Scott C4-5 (NVPH LP 4-5) on
August 20,1928, and the Administration in the Indies
ordered a set of airmail stamps from the Enschedd
Works in the Netherlands. In order to bridge the gap till
these stamps were available, a temporary series was
prepared in the Indies by overprinting some current
definitive stamps by the Topographicil Service in
Batavi4 which did a first-class job without the usual
inverts and other oddities, Scott C1-5 (NVPH LPI-S).
These stamps were issued on September 20, 1928, and
were replaced by the Enschedd printed stamps on
December l, 1928.1 have been unable to ascertain
whether the overprinted stamps were withdrawn on that
date or whether they were sold out. In any case, they
remained valid for airmail postage till January 31,1929.

I would remind the reader that at that time airmail
stamps could only prepay the airmail portion of the total
postage - the surface portion had to be prepaid using
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regular stamps; one w€rs however allowed to prepay the
airmail postage using regular stamps.

denomination purpose number sold

l0 cents . letter up to 20 grams 121,925
withinthe DEI

20 cents . letter up to 20 grams to 59,396
Singapore to catch the
next mail steamer

. double weight letter
within the DEI

40 cents . postcard to Europe 72,659
75 cents . letter up to 20 grams 84,371

to Europe
f 1.50 . double weight letter 38,880

to Europe

Any respectable dealer in the Netherlands can readily
supply you with a mint or used set. Apart from the
somewhat pricey f 1.50 stamps the expense is quite
reasonable.

Some years ago I decided to collect a set of covers with
these stamps correctly used. This turned out to be quite
an undertaking! Up to two years ago I had exactly one
cover, but hey, I am going to the Amphilex 2002 show
and it ought to be a lead pipe cinch to find the others!
Well, I did find one more cover.

Since then Max Lerk, whenever visiting a dealer or a
stamp show, has been faithfully asking the dealers if
they have any such covers and, thanks to Max, I have
been able to add to this collection. Then I started to ask
myself, why is this so difficult?

The ASNP library to the rescue! (ASNP members,
please note!) The library list, sorted by title, is on the
ASNP web site, and I located *The Development of
KLM Airmail Service Holland - Indies 1920-1942",by
M. Verkuil. Just the thing I needed! I had read
somewhere that there had been five experimental flights
Netherlands-DEl in 1928, it tumed out there were six,
but how many flew back to ttre Netherlands?

ln order to view these covers in their proper context, I
will show each 1928 experimental mail flight in tum
with all the pertinent details.
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Here are the details:

lst exp. flight
plane H-NAFA
dep: Amsterdam,'SePt. 13, 1928
arr: Bandoeng, SePt.25, 1928 (12 daYs)

mail 20,882 Pieces

2nd exp. flight
plane H-NAFB
dep: Amsterdam,SePt.20,1928
uur: Bandoeng, Oct. 1, 1928 (11 daYs)

mail 11,854 pieces

3rd exp. flight
plane H-NAFC
dep: Amsterdam, SePt.27, 1928
crashed near Kanpur in British India plane

and mail transported by ship to Batavia
arr: Od.2A,1928
mail 14,893 pieces

4th exp. flight
plane H-NAFD
dep: Amsterdam, Oct. 4,1928
damaged at Rangoon, plane and mail
by ship to Batavia,
arr" ad.26,1928
mail 16,558 pieces

These are the four planes ordered by the KNILM, 50%

OK, 50% wrecked!

Finally, the 5th experimental fiight was a KLM plane
intended to r€turn to the Netherlands.

5th exp. flight/lst return flight
plane H-NAEN
dep: Amsterdam, Oct. 11,1928
alr: Bandoeng, Act.29, 1928 (18 daYs)

mail 21,629 pieces

Bandoeng, Nov.6, 1928
Amsterdam, Nov. 16,1928 (10 daYs)

2X,629 pieces

portion could be refunded in the Nettrerlands upon
presentation of the piece involved. The poor sap in the

lndies, paid for airmail, didn't get the service nor got his

money back!

This is the only flight from the Indies to the Netherlands
in the period of Sept. 20 to Dec. l, 1928 when the

overprinted stamps of 40, 75 and fl.50 were current.

Most bona-fide covers are dated Nov. 6, 1928 and have

an Amsterdam backstamp dated Nov. 16, 1928.

One regularly sees covers at auctions carrying the entire

set postmarked on the 'legitimate' flight as well as on

the 1929 experimental flights. These covers are pretfy of
course, but philatelically they are not very meaningful.

6th exp. flight
plane PH-AEN (KLM) Christonas flight
dep: Amsterdam, Dec. 11, 1928

arr: Bandoeng, Dec.30,1928 (19 daYs)

mail 16,551 pieces

To avoid overloading the plane in Amsterdam, the

Postal Administration made a 'special surcharge' (on top

of the airmail charges) of 40 cents for letters and 35

cents for cards - specially surcharged mail would have

priority over mail without this fee. Didn't it occur to
anyone to put a second plane on this route?

It became clear to me why covers with these interirn
airmail starnps are rather scarce - only one flight used

them legitimately and even in 1929 thete were only five
retum flights during the period of validit'y of, these

stamps.

So far I have been unable to find a20 ct used on a cover
Bandoeng to Singapore to catch the next mail steamer" i
believe it may not exist; experimental flights on that
route were carried out only in 1929 and that would make

it unlikely that the 20 ct overprinted stamp was used.

References:

i. NVPH Catalogue 2003
2. Scott Catalogue
3. The Development of'KLM Airmail Service Holiand-

Indies 1920-1942,by M. Verkuil.

dep:
UIIT:

mail

The quantity of mail flown weighed about 550 kg, and a

total of 252 kg had to be sent to the Netherlands by ship
as it surpassed the carrying capacity of the plane. The

covers by ship did not receive an Amsterdam arrival
marking, unlike the flown airmail. The prepaid airmail
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Fig. I The I0 ct airmqil stsmp on a DEI inland letter Bandoeng to Botavia, 16,3.29. 3-4V.
Backstamped Batsvis, same dctte.

Fig 2 A pair of 20 ct qirmail stamps paying the 40 ct postcard rqte Mediin 3.1 1.28 to Amsterdam
Centraal Stqtion I6.X1.I928. There is no sign of air transport between Amsterdqm and the tlK.

The 12 l/2 ct stamp overpaid the surface rate by 5 ct.
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Fig. 3 A 40 ct airmail stqmp pqying the postcard rate to Europe and a 7 I/2 ct stamp paying the

su;face rate.Weltevreden 6.1j,.28 to The Hague. Affival marking Amsterdam
Ceintraal Station 16.X1.1928. The Hague propellor marking, same dqte.

Fig. 4 A 75 ct airmail stamp paying the single weight letter rate ta Europe.

Suqface rate of 12 ll2 ct paid by using a I0 und a 2 1/2 ct stamp.

Buitinzorg 6.1i.25. I t-I2V to Nijmegen. Baclutamp Amsterdam Centraql Station 19.X1.1928
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Fig. 5 A jl 1.50 airmail stamp paying the double weight letter rqte to Europe.
Surface rate of 12 1/2 ct overpaid by 1/2 ct. to Amsterdam, but without baclcstamp;
hence this cover traveled by ship!
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The First Mobile Postoffice of the Netherlands

bY Hans Kremer
(article previously edited and published by Les Jobbins*)

The French, in l934,were the first in Europe to launch a mobile postoffice. Other countries followed soon, but it

took the Dutch PTT a bii longer to get going. Hgryg-uSr, *heq thgy did' i" 1939'

They just didn't converge an old bus as other countries

had- done, no, they had a special bus built by Van
Doome Autofabrieken (DAF) in Eindhoven. The truck
pulling the bus was a Chevrolet C.O-E. (Cab Over

b,ngine;. The 40 ft long bus setup was very efficient.
There was room for four or five clerks. Three windows

were op€n to service the public, but it also had three

phone booths, a mailbox, a self service postcard

disp"ns"r, and two self service stamp dispensers- Add to

that chairs and tables and you rcalize how much was

cramped into this small place' The truck not only pulled

the bus, it served as generator as well.

The setup made its debut during the T.T motor races at

Assen during June 1939. Although the actual race day

was July 1, the mobile postoffice was already open th9

day beiore. A special cancel was used on all mail
dropped offat the mobile postoffice.

The fust experiences were very positive and the next

stop was the *4 Daagsche" in Nrjmeggn. The *4

Daagsche' is an event where people walk along distance

every day, four days in a row. In 1939 it took place

mm fUy 25 through July 28. Again a special cancel

was used:
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From Nijmegen the truck moved on to Rotterdam where

on August i ttte NCRV (Christian radio broadcasting

organization) in the Feyenoord Stadium held what was

cal-led a Generaal Appel (General Appeal). Again all

outgoing mail was canceled with a special (red) cancel'

The bus would make one more appearance at an event

where a special cancel was used. It took place drning

OLANTO (glst LANdbout' tenponstelling), an

agricultural show held in Olst in the province of,

Overijssel from August 24 -27,1939.

As can be seen from the cancels used at the various

events the first tlree are very similar, except two dashes

( * - - " ) in the date cancel for the Feyenoord cancel'

However,.the Olanto cancel showed a significant change;

besides a date, it also shows the approximate time of
day the postal piece was canceled. ln the cover shown

the time of day was "12" (noon)

What happened to the bus after Olanto? On September l,
1939 the second world war broke out but the bus was

still being used during the Jaarbeurs in Utrecht end of
September 1939. Since there already was a 'regular'
poiofiice at the Jaarbeurs no special cancel was used by

the mobile postoffice.
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The outbreak of the war caused a shortage of gasoline,
and it was decided to temporarily store the bus in The
Hague at the RAC (Rijks Automobiel Centrale), and
later in a smaller garage in Voorburg (near The Hague).
It stayed there until#94 when the bus was discovered
by the Germans and claimed by them, under the
promise that it would be returned. This never happened
and it is assumed that the bus was destroyed during an
air raid over Kassel (Germany).

It was not until 1948 that a second mobile postoffice
came into use.
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BRIEFKAART

gR 
I ETKAART.CARTE POSTALE

Proals in ofrset printing for the Mabile Po$ Affice in-countr-v and internationai rste postcards whicfu wera

prepared fii uri but nivir tssued. Design by N.-P. de Kros, text by i. van F.rimpen. These praofs hqd to be
"wtfitarawi 

lrom Yan Dieten Auction 5881n May 20A2 after an investigation by the Dutch fbyal Archives when il
was decidid that the proafs should be considered as archives and were the properfii $the Ministry of Ttanspari,

Public Worl<s and Water Management. trllustration qdded by Les Jobbins.
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